FY2018 Regulatory Science Report: Data Analytics

This section contains only new information from FY2018. For background scientific information and outcomes from previous years on this research topic, please refer to:

- FY2015 Regulatory Science Report: Database and Knowledge Management
  [https://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/UserFees/GenericDrugUserFees/ucm508097.htm](https://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/UserFees/GenericDrugUserFees/ucm508097.htm)
- FY2016 Regulatory Science Report: Database and Knowledge Management
  [https://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/UserFees/GenericDrugUserFees/ucm549179.htm](https://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/UserFees/GenericDrugUserFees/ucm549179.htm)
- FYs 2013-2017 Regulatory Science Reports: Database and Knowledge Management
  [https://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/UserFees/GenericDrugUserFees/ucm597035.htm](https://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/UserFees/GenericDrugUserFees/ucm597035.htm)

Introduction

The Office of Generic Drugs’ (OGD’s) research in data analytics is focused on leveraging FDA data sources to make better and more efficient decisions throughout the generic drug program. We are using data analytics to plan science and research, meet our Generic Drug User Fee Amendments (GDUFA) II commitments, review new types of analytical data in abbreviated new drug application (ANDA) submissions, and monitor generic substitution of approved products.

As a part of the GDUFA II commitments, FDA facilitates generic drug development by publishing product-specific guidances (PSGs) for non-complex new chemical entities (NCEs) within 2 years of approval, and conducting pre-ANDA meetings with generic drug developers for complex drug products that do not have PSGs. Data analytics research supports the implementation of the commitments through the creation of a knowledge base regarding complexity of approved drug products that integrates knowledge from three categories: (1) drug product information (including complexity classification); (2) regulatory information (e.g., new drug application) approval date and PSG publishing date; and (3) pharmacoeconomic information (e.g., drug sales). This knowledge base helps identify future science and research needs and plan the development of PSGs.

Research

The Office of Research & Standards (ORS) continues to develop the capacities of data analytics (e.g., machine learning, nature language processing and process mining, etc.) and data management application tools (e.g., in Figure 1) to support OGD’s mission. One example is application of machine learning-based time-to-event analysis to predict the time to the first submission of ANDA referencing NCEs. This predictive application will facilitate estimation of OGD’s workload. In terms of analytical methods, the machine learning methodologies are designed as data-adaptive approaches, bearing the least assumption for data. Our analysis also shows that the machine learning methodologies for the time-to-event analysis offer overall better performances than the conventional regression-based methods (e.g., Cox regression model) which often work under over-simplified assumptions.

Another domain of ORS’s efforts in data analytics is developing equivalence testing methods for in-vitro bioequivalence (BE) studies. One example is developing equivalence methods for comparing the complex particle size distributions (PSDs) profiles (e.g., multiple peaks) between test and the reference products. The conventional PSD analysis methods (e.g., D50/SPAN) is sufficient to evaluate the monomodal PSD profile (i.e., one peak), but not suitable for analyzing complex PSD profiles. The ORS-developed approach employs a
statistical distribution comparing algorithm, namely Earth Mover’s Distance to assess the difference between the whole PSD profiles, and then applies the population bioequivalence method to draw statistical conclusions. This approach has been included in the PSGs of cyclosporine emulsion and barium sulfate suspension, recommended for assessing equivalence of PSD profiles between test and the reference products. Finally, the data analytics efforts in the ORS also support application review tools to enhance efficiency. A Shiny-R-based application was developed to facilitate the usability of received PK data for reviewers. This application can save 4-8 hours per study for reviewers for managing PK data. Its user-friendly web interface enables the application as an easy-to-use tool for most reviewers. More functions (e.g., statistical bioequivalence test) are being added to further enhance the review efficiency.

Several external projects were focused on evaluating brand name to generic substitution products by developing appropriate analytical tools. Due to the observational nature of post-marketing studies using real-world data, one of most important steps in generating real-world evidence from real-world data is to control the bias from the confounding factors. For instance, if you investigate the association between physical inactivity (exposure) and heart disease (outcome) using observational data (i.e., data not from a well-controlled trial), the variable of ‘Age’ can be a confounding factor because it is associated with both the exposure and the outcome, where the exposure can be severely biased in term of ‘Age’. However, this bias can be mitigated by balancing the exposure across all the age groups. Thus, without properly dealing with the confounding factors, the conclusions in the studies using the observational data can be misleading.

Grants #U01FD005555 and U01FD005556 used different methods for reducing bias, especially selection and temporal bias (e.g., high dimension propensity score, disease risk score, and regression discontinuity), whereas instrumental variable analysis will be implemented in Grant #1U01FD005875 to assess brand name and generic drugs used to treat hypothyroidism (Figure 2). One finding from grant #U01FD005555 is about the comparative analysis for the outcomes (i.e., the composite cardiovascular and all-cause ER visits) between brand-name and generic atorvastatin initiators. In the analyses without controlling confounding factors, the brand-name initiators had a similar rate of a composite cardiovascular events, but a lower rate of all-case ER visits, compared to generic initiators. After adjusting the confounding factors by the propensity score fine stratification and weighting, for both of outcomes there is no statistically significant difference found between the brand-name and generic products.
Figure 1. Two Application Tools of Data Management Developed by ORS in FY2018.
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**Figure 1:** Complex Drug Database (top), and search tool for published PSGs (bottom).
Figure 2. Post Marketing Research Methods, Evaluated Drugs and Associated Outcomes.

Figure 2: Grants #U01FD005555 and #U01FD005556 used propensity score, disease risk score, and regression discontinuity to study warfarin, atorvastatin and venlafaxine, whereas instrumental variable analysis will be implemented in Grant #1U01FD005875 to assess brand-name and generic levothyroxine used to treat hypothyroidism. Results from the current grants showed that there are no significant differences between the brand and generic products following statistical adjustments with the adopted methods.

Research Projects and Collaborations

Continuing Grants and Contracts
- Active Grant (3U01FD004979-02S3-P1) Molecular Properties of Excipients with Brian Shoichet at University of California San Francisco
- Active Grant (1U01FD005556) Structural Nested Models for Assessing the Safety and Effectiveness of Generic Drugs with Ravi Varadhan at Johns Hopkins University
- Active Grant (1U01FD005555) Novel Approaches for Confounding Control in Observational Studies of Generic Drugs with Rishi J. Desai and Joshua J. Gagne at Brigham & Women’s Hospital
- Active Contract (HHSF223201510112C) Comparative Surveillance of Generic Drugs by Machine Learning with Peggy Peissig at Marshfield Clinic, Inc.

Active Internal Research
- Development of the Earth Movers Distance for Particle Size Distribution Comparisons
- Data Analysis for Product Specific Guidances
- Development and Analysis of a Complex Product Database
- Machine Learning for Generic Drug Analysis
- Development of PK Data Warehouse for BE Analysis
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